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a b s t r a c t 
Recent software engineering paradigms such as software product lines, supporting development tech- 
niques like feature modeling, and cloud provisioning models such as platform and infrastructure as a 
service, allow for great flexibility during both software design and deployment, resulting in potentially 
large cost savings. However, all this flexibility comes with a catch: as the combinatorial complexity of 
optional design features and deployment variability increases, the difficulty of assessing system qualities 
such as scalability and quality of service increases too. And if the software itself is not scalable (for in- 
stance, because of a specific set of selected features), deploying additional service instances is a futile 
endeavor. Clearly there is a need to systematically measure the impact of feature selection on scalability, 
as the potential cost savings can be completely mitigated by the risk of having a system that is unable to 
meet service demand. 
In this work, we document our results on systematic load testing for automated quality of service 
and scalability analysis. The major contribution of our work is tool support and a methodology to ana- 
lyze the scalability of these distributed, feature oriented multi-tenant software systems in a continuous 
integration process. We discuss our approach to select features for load testing such that a representative 
set of feature combinations is used to elicit valuable information on the performance impact and feature 
interactions. Additionally, we highlight how our methodology and framework for performance and scala- 
bility prediction differs from state-of-practice solutions. We take the viewpoint of both the tenant of the 
service and the service provider, and report on our experiences applying the approach to an industrial 
use case in the domain of electronic payments. We conclude that the integration of systematic scalabil- 
ity tests in a continuous integration process offers strong advantages to software developers and service 
providers, such as the ability to quantify the impact of new features in existing service compositions, and 
the early detection of hidden feature interactions that may negatively affect the overall performance of 
multi-tenant services. 
© 2015 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved. 
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i  1. Introduction 
Feature oriented software development, cloud computing and
multi-tenancy are triggering a tremendous shift in the software
systems landscape. Software product line (SPL) oriented develop-
ment methods and feature modeling allow customers to pay only
for the features they need, resulting in a potentially large reduc-
tion of software costs. Cloud based deployment environments al-
low customers to pay only for the computational resources they
need, resulting in a potentially large reduction of operational costs.
This operational cost reduction is pushed even further in multi-
tenant software as a service (SaaS) applications, where all tenants∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +3216327853. 
E-mail address: davy.preuveneers@cs.kuleuven.be (D. Preuveneers). 
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http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jss.2015.12.024 
0164-1212/© 2015 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved. hare resources by using the same instance of the SaaS application.
n order to maintain flexibility and be able to cater to varying ten-
nt requirements, dynamic software product lines are often used,
here tenant specific customization of the SaaS application is en-
orced at runtime. However, all this flexibility comes with a catch:
s the combinatorial complexity of feature and deployment vari-
bility increases, the difficulty of assessing system qualities such
s scalability and quality of service increases too. And if the soft-
are itself is not scalable (for instance, because of a specific set of
elected features), deploying additional service instances is a futile
ndeavor. 
There are two stakeholders in particular to whom (unantic-
pated) feature interactions and their impact on scalability and
uality of service are important: the service customer (i.e. the en-
ity that acquires a product from a software product line, or the
enant in a multi-tenant system) and the service provider (i.e. the
D. Preuveneers et al. / The Journal of Systems and Software 116 (2016) 162–176 163 
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t  wner of a software product line, or the manager of a multi-tenant
ystem). Service customers need to know what the cost of select-
ng a new feature is on overall service scalability, as they want to
void rendering the system unable to scale up, resulting in an un-
esponsive system and frustrated end users. Service providers need
o know what tenants can be hosted on the same machines with-
ut unanticipated interactions in virtualized environments. Deploy-
ng a new customer’s service (and associated features) in a virtu-
lized environment could interact with, and impair, the scalability
f another customer’s service, which would equally frustrate that
ustomer. 
Clearly there is a need to systematically measure the impact of
eature selection on scalability, as the potential cost savings can be
ompletely mitigated by the risk of having a system that is unable
o meet service demand. While a large body of work exists that fo-
uses on specific parts of this scalability problem, not much work
as been done to study whether it is feasible to quantify the scal-
bility and performance of such a complex distributed system in
 practical way. In this work, we document a holistic approach on
ystematic load testing for automated quality of service and scala-
ility analysis. The major contribution of our work is tool support
nd a methodology for scalability analysis of these distributed, fea-
ure oriented software systems throughout a continuous integra-
ion process. We take the viewpoint of both the service customer
i.e. the tenant) and the service provider, and report on our ex-
eriences applying the approach to an industrial use case in the
omain of electronic payments. We conclude that it is possible
o integrate systematic scalability tests in a continuous integration
rocess, which allows early detection of feature interactions that
egatively impact performance. 
This paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 , we make ex-
licit what we mean by scalability and quality of service, and we
ummarize the current state of the art of scalability and quality of
ervice assessment. In Section 3 , we introduce a case study in the
omain of e-payment, as well as an implementation, to illustrate
he problem of scalability assessment in this context. Additionally,
e introduce our system for systematic scalability assessment. In
ection 4 , we introduce the framework and methodology we use
o perform systematic scalability assessment on multi-tenant fea-
ure oriented systems. In Section 5 , we document our results of
pplying the framework to the case study. The work is discussed
n Section 6 . We conclude in Section 7 . 
. Background and related work 
We give a brief overview of scalability in Section 2.1 , and
verview dynamic software product lines and feature modeling in
ection 2.2 . We summarize related work on performance modeling
nd prediction in Section 2.3 . 
.1. Scalability 
Assessing system performance and scalability is a practice that
ross cuts many levels of abstraction, ranging from low-level
enchmarks of execution environments and embedded software, to
igh-level distributed systems and business process benchmarks.
or instance, Guthaus et al. (2001) perform benchmarking on em-
edded programs and provide a comparison with the industry
tandard benchmark suite SPEC20 0 0. Ghosh et al. (2005) analyze
he performance of WiMax networks. Uskov (2012) provides a
omprehensive study of the performance of authentication and en-
ryption algorithms for virtual private networking. Rashwan et al.
2012) study the performance of message authentication codes for
obile networks, for both residence time and power consump-
ion. Dayarathna and Suzumura (2013) document their results ofomparing the performance of three complex event processing en-
ines via benchmarking. Carvalho and Pereira (2010) document a
ethod to analyze scalability of running systems from the data
enter viewpoint, by only measuring CPU utilization. 
This work considers the scalability of large, multi-tenant dis-
ributed software systems. The scalability of a system is often de-
ned as its ability to handle increasing user load. When faced with
 user load of p concurrent users that issue a certain volume of re-
uests per second, a service will be able to successfully handle a
pecific fraction of p , called its throughput, and denoted by X ( p ). In
he ideal case, a service can handle the requests generated by all
sers concurrently, or X(p) = p. That situation, also referred to as
inear scalability, only tends to hold in real systems for low values
f p , i.e. low load situations. For increasing loads, however, X ( p ) <
 , as a system will not be able to successfully handle the requests
enerated by all users concurrently, and some requests will have
o wait or, in extreme cases, be dropped. To find X ( p ), we can sim-
late p concurrent users that issue requests at a fixed rate, and
easure X ( p ). Based on this data, we can calculate the capacity ra-
io C(p) = X (p) /X (1) , which is the ratio of the throughput of the
ystem for a load of p , compared to the baseline of its throughput
or a load of 1. The relative capacity curve C ( p ) is a good indicator
or how much the observed behavior diverges from the ideal lin-
ar scalability C L (p) = p. The closer C ( p ) is to C L ( p ), the better the
calability of that system configuration. 
There are a number of models that attempt to quantify the ca-
acity C of a system. One of these models, the universal scalability
aw (USL) ( Gunther, 1993; Gross et al., 2013 ), takes into account
oth the serial nature of the workload of that system (i.e. how
uch of the workload can be parallelized in theory) and coherency
osts (i.e. the costs incurred when waiting for data to become con-
istent between different collaborating processes). The universal
calability law quantifies capacity in function of user load as: 
(p) = p 
1 + σ (p − 1) + κ p(p − 1) 
Here, κ denotes the impact of coherency on the system per-
ormance, and σ denotes the serial fraction, which is the fraction
f the workload that cannot be parallelized. When the coherency
actor κ is negligible, the maximum performance of the system is
ounded only by the serial fraction, and the model reduces to Am-
ahl’s Law ( Amdahl, 1967 ). When κ is non zero, the performance
odel of a system will have a specific maximum, achieved for a
oad p ∗ =  √ (1 + σ ) /κ . Beyond p ∗, the throughput of a system
ill decrease. An illustration of a scalability curve according to the
niversal Scalability Law, and a comparison to Amdahl’s Law, is
iven in Fig. 1 . We can find values for σ and κ for a specific ser-
ice deployment by performing linear regression on measured val-
es for C ( p ) ( Gunther, 2007 ). 
So what happens to a request when the load is sufficiently high
hat C ( p )  p ? When the system remains stable and does not
rop requests, the residence time of those requests (i.e. the time
etween issuing a request and receiving an answer) will start to
row exponentially. While the service capacity considers the busi-
ess view (i.e. How many servers do I need to handle this many con-
urrent users? ), residence time considers the end user’s perspective
i.e. How long do I have to wait before my request is handled? ), and
s therefore an equally important aspect of scalability to consider.
owever, only knowing the average residence time does not suf-
ce. In the case of quality of service policies, which are usually
xpressed in function of X % of requests that need to be handled
ithin Y (milli-) seconds, we need to know the overall statistical
istribution of the residence times. 
To measure values for C ( p ) and obtain residence time distri-
utions, load testing frameworks simulate users by generating ac-
ual requests. There are a number of load testing frameworks in
164 D. Preuveneers et al. / The Journal of Systems and Software 116 (2016) 162–176 
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Fig. 1. The Universal Scalability Law, and the impact of σ and κ . In the general case of the Universal Scalability Law, where σ  = 0 and κ  = 0, the system has a finite 
maximum capacity, after which a higher load results in an even smaller effective throughput. When κ = 0 , the USL reduces to Amdahl’s Law, and capacity is bound only 
by how much the task can be parallelized. When both σ = 0 and κ = 0 , i.e. there is no coherency penalty and the task can be parallelized ad infinitum, the system scales 
linearly. 
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uexistence, ranging from load tests embedded in integrated develop-
ment environments (such as Microsoft Visual Studio) to web test-
ing frameworks with support for distribution (such as Apache JMe-
ter). We briefly overview four representative instances (Selenium,
Gatling, JMeter and The Grinder). 
Selenium (2014) is a browser automation framework. It comes
in two flavors. Selenium IDE is a Firefox add-on that allows record-
ing of interactions between a user and a website that can be
played back later. Selenium WebDriver is a collection of language
specific bindings that allow controlling a browser programmati-
cally. Selenium is not built specifically for load testing, and does
not come with built in scalability and quality of service analysis
tools. There is also no out of the box support for communication
and synchronization between these nodes. Finally, Selenium is fo-
cused on web applications, and it is not suited to automate load
testing of arbitrary (i.e. non web) services. 
Gatling (2014) is an open source tool that focuses on load and
stress testing. Scenarios can be encoded in either a domain specific
language, or recorded via a proxy that intercepts browser traffic.
It provides reports for load testing analysis which include a break-
down of active sessions, requests per second, and request residence
time distribution. Gatling focuses mainly on testing HTTP(S) sce-
narios. It does not support clustering out of the box, but there
is a workaround to aggregate output from multiple independent
Gatling instances. However, these can neither synchronize nor
communicate with each other. 
The Apache Software Foundation (2014) is one of the best
known open source load testing tools. It is very flexible, and
supports not only web applications, but also SOAP, FTP, various
database protocols, SMTP(S), etc. It also supports clustering out of
the box, by leveraging RMI. This limits JMeter clusters to the same
subnet. There is also no inter machine communication facility, ex-
cept for passing static data in configuration files. Although JMeter
is fully extensible by means of plugins, there is no default sup-
port for scalability analysis (e.g., by means of applying the Univer-
sal Scalability Law). 
The Philip Aston (2014) is a Java load testing framework for
HTTP web servers, SOAP and REST web services, and applica-
tion servers. It offers a simple and minimal runtime, with flexible
scripting in Jython. It is fairly straightforward to run distributed
tests that leverage many load injector machines. As with JMeter,
The Grinder has distributed agents that collate the data and sendt back to the coordinator. The Grinder differs from JMeter in ar-
hitectural design: its scripting based nature is a major difference
ith the component based structure of JMeter. Similarly to JMeter,
owever, The Grinder does not offer default built-in support for
calability analysis. 
Given the aforementioned shortcomings, systematically apply-
ng these tools to analyze the scalability of large, distributed sys-
ems that support dynamic feature adaptation and complex work
ows, is not straightforward. 
.2. Customization with dynamic software product lines 
Software product lines (SPL) ( Clements and Northrop, 2001 ) are
apidly emerging as a viable and important software development
aradigm. An SPL is a set of software intensive systems that share
 common, managed set of features satisfying the specific needs of
 particular market segment and that are developed from a com-
on set of core assets in a prescribed way. The Software Product
ine Engineering (SPLE) ( Krut and Cohen, 2009; Lee and Kotonya,
010; Galster et al., 2013; Mahdavi-Hezavehi et al., 2013 ) method-
logy is a widely adopted approach to ensure that artifacts gen-
rated in the development of a product can be reused in a re-
ated product. Variation points are typically bound during different
tages of development, e.g., at design time before the delivery of
he software, or even at run time. 
Feature modeling ( Czarnecki et al., 2004 ) is a design technique
o formally and graphically model the attributes or features of a
amily of products. It describes the interdependencies of the prod-
ct features and permitted variants and configurations of the prod-
ct family. Clafer ( Bak et al., 2011 ) is such an example of a meta
odeling language with first-class support for feature modeling. It
ouples feature models and meta models via constraints to map
eature configurations to component configurations. 
Feature models have also been applied in dynamic software
roduct lines (DSPL) to implement variability reconfiguration at
untime. DSPLs ( Hallsteinsen et al., 2008; Istoan et al., 2009;
inchey et al., 2012; Rosenmüller et al., 2011 ) produce software
hat is capable of dynamically adapting its behavior to changes
n user requirements, resource constraints, adverse conditions, etc.
his dynamism means that the configuration of features can vary
t runtime several times during the whole life cycle of the prod-
ct ( Shen et al., 2011; Apel et al., 2013; Mietzner et al., 2009 ). 
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1 An instance of the MobiCent service is hosted at https://pong.cs.kuleuven.be/ 
mobicent 
2 For user management and access control, MobiCent leverages OpenAM and 
the accompanying OpenDJ data store, which can be found at http://forgerock.com/ 
products/open-identity-stack/ . .3. Performance modeling and prediction 
Accurate performance modeling and prediction has been a topic
f interest in the area of High Performance Computing (HPC) for
ore than a decade. Early work by Snavely et al. (2002) presents a
ramework for performance modeling and prediction that is faster
han cycle-accurate simulation. Their prediction model is based on
 single processor and network performance. Pace ( Nudd et al.,
0 0 0 ) is a similar performance analysis toolset that provides infor-
ation about execution time, scalability and resource use in terms
f a hierarchical model of the application, its parallelization and
ardware components. Similar to our contribution, these frame-
orks are used to analyze and compare different computational
nfrastructures, the effect of tuning and the scalability of scien-
ific computation application kernels. Contrary to these works, our
calar framework treats the application or service under test as a
lack box and does not aim to differentiate between the computa-
ion and communication aspects for the sole reason the application
pace that we aim to cover is much broader and potentially more
omplex compared to these high performance computing applica-
ions. Additionally, their objective is to predict the completion time
f a scientific computation task in terms of a growing size of the
athematical problem, whereas our goal is to analyze the impact
f a growing number of concurrent users of a service and the ef-
ect of customization. 
From a typical software engineering perspective, Balsamo et al.
2004) present a comprehensive overview of various model-
ased performance prediction techniques, ranging from annotated
ML and Queueing Network (QN) models, architectural pattern-
nd trace-based methodologies, to process-algebra, Petri-Net and
imulation-based methods. They argue that software development
hould not only address software correctness, but also incorpo-
ate performance prediction at software development time in or-
er to better bridge the gap between software engineers and qual-
ty assurance experts. Our contribution falls in the category of
imulation-based approaches, and considers the service under test
s a black box. The motivation for this black box approach is that
t is very hard and time consuming to get QN models correct and
etailed enough to obtain accurate predictions, especially for soft-
are services that can be customized per user or tenant. Scalar’s
erformance and scalability prediction capabilities do not rely on
ny manually crafted application model with a detailed decompo-
ition of its individual components that interact with one another. 
In recent years, there has been an increased interest in perfor-
ance and scalability prediction research for software and systems
perating with shared resources, such as cloud applications and
ervices. Abel et al. (2013) reviews the impact of resource shar-
ng on performance prediction for multi-core systems with shared
uses. They use resource-stressing benchmarks to explicitly quan-
ify the worst-case impact of the interferences on shared resources.
hey conclude that the interference upper bounds of these bench-
arks are pessimistic and that concurrent applications rarely ex-
rcise such a large stress on a shared resource. Zhang et al. (2014)
ropose OPred, a framework for online performance prediction for
ervice oriented architectures. Their focus is on distributed service
eployments and obtaining a personalized web service composi-
ion by intelligently selecting among multiple candidates those ser-
ices to fulfill a particular function in the web service composition
ith the best quality of service. 
Multi-tenant services are frequently being customized towards
he needs and preferences of their tenants, and SPL-based method-
logies have been adopted by Walraven et al. (2014) to efficiently
ustomize such multi-tenant SaaS applications. Guo et al. (2013)
nvestigated performance prediction of such applications that ex-
ibit a high-degree of variability. They used statistical learning
echniques to predict performance based on a small sample ofeasured variants. Their approach aims to take into account the
mpact of features within an application that interact with one an-
ther in unforeseen ways. Our work further investigates the notion
f feature interactions, and aims to quantify the impact of hidden
nteractions across tenants. We return to this in Section 4 . 
. Software and systems 
In order to illustrate the scalability assessment framework doc-
mented in this paper, we introduce our case study in the do-
ain of e-payment, along with the various features it supports, in
ection 3.1 . The system for scalability assessment upon which we
uild our approach in Section 4 , is documented in Section 3.2 . 
.1. MobiCent, a system for online payment 
MobiCent 1 is an industrial case study on developing a multi-
enant software service for payment products. The MobiCent plat-
orm supports various payment work flows with different require-
ents, implemented as payment features, in a single payment
latform instance. The payment domain is characterized by a broad
ariability in functional and non-functional requirements due to
he rapid technology evolution and transaction growth. The case
tudy illustrates this complexity, and shows how SaaS providers
re faced with the difficulty of managing two goals at the same
ime, i.e. (1) supporting varying requirements per tenant, and (2)
roviding horizontal service scalability. Because different payment
chemes per tenant have wildly varying requirements, MobiCent
upports these requirements as various features, as depicted in
ig. 3 . We apply a dynamic software product line methodology
n which the variation points, i.e. the various features via which
he payment process can be customized, are bound per tenant at
untime. This allows tenants to optimize MobiCent for their own
eeds, taking into account a variety of performance, availability,
calability and security requirements. 
As illustrated in Fig. 2 , MobiCent is a multi-tenant software as
 service application with RESTful interfaces that allow for the cre-
tion and consumption of monetary transactions. A transaction is
 collaboration between at least three parties: the merchant, the
lient, and one or more trusted third parties to verify the identi-
ies of the merchant and client, and the validity of the payment
ransaction. MobiCent allows business owners to create electronic
oupons that can later be redeemed by clients, or sellers to create
ayment requests that can be sent to a buyer for completion at
 later time. This decoupling of creating and consuming payment
equests allows for more flexibility in applying the payment frame-
ork to different use cases with varying security requirements on
onfidentiality, authentication, integrity, authorization and non re-
udiation. 
For its implementation, MobiCent is built on top of a public key
nfrastructure, coupled to an off-the-shelf user management and
ccess control system 2 . As one of the goals of MobiCent is to be
pplicable to widely varying cases, ranging from coupons for small
cale promotional campaigns to large scale digital currency deploy-
ents, its implementation must be scalable. Therefore, it uses a
calable distributed data store in the backend, which enables clus-
ering of MobiCent servers. Transactions are automatically parti-
ioned and replicated among the different MobiCent instances. 
Because MobiCent caters to heterogeneous tenants, ranging
rom small businesses in the small scale promotional campaign
166 D. Preuveneers et al. / The Journal of Systems and Software 116 (2016) 162–176 
Fig. 2. Conceptual overview of MobiCent, a multi-tenant payment service supporting dynamic feature-based customization per tenant. 
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in Section 4 . case, to larger city wide deployments in the case of digital cur-
rency used for reward schemes, a lot can be gained by pooling
computational resources. That allows the allocation of resources to
smaller tenants only when required, and adding resources to larger
tenants on demand during peak moments. Therefore, MobiCent is
developed as a multi-tenant system: One MobiCent deployment
can host many service customers, each of whom is registered as
a tenant, and all of whom share computational resources. 
3.2. Scalar, a system for systematic scalability assessment 
In order to simulate users and generate load to test live
service deployments, we leverage Scalar ( Heyman et al., 2014a;014b ). Scalar is a distributed load generation framework, im-
lemented in Java, that allows to easily implement complex
ork flows that are executed in parallel to generate user load.
n order to adapt the generated load to variously sized sys-
ems under test, Scalar is designed to be scalable itself. Addi-
ionally, Scalar contains self monitoring features that are able
o detect and mitigate bottlenecks internal to the load gener-
tion process, which makes the load generation process more
obust. Furthermore, Scalar offers inter user and inter machine
ommunication and synchronization, and its core functionality
an easily be extended by means of plugins—a feature that
ill be essential to implement our approach as documented
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Fig. 4. High level overview of the scalability assessment process. 
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o  The core concepts in Scalar are user types and request types. A
ser type is a Java class that encapsulates a certain business flow
hat needs to be followed, and against which the scalability of the
ystem under test is to be evaluated. In the MobiCent case, the
usiness flow consists of an end-user, i.e. an instance of the user
ype, wishing to check out or pay for goods. The tenant (or seller of
he goods) creates a payment transaction, after which that transac-
ion is consumed by the end-user. All scalability results are relative
o the encoded user type behavior: A simulated user load of p en-
ails p concurrent user objects that perform the encoded business
ow at a configurable fixed rate, e.g. once per second. The corre-
ponding measured capacity C ( p ) is the number of those flows that
ere successfully handled by the system in the same time period. 
The way in which a user type communicates with the system
nder test, is via request types. In the MobiCent case, there are
wo request types: creating a payment transaction and consuming
he transaction. Residence times, and corresponding quality of ser-
ice results, are broken down in function of request types: Of every
equest, Scalar retains the residence time, as well as the request re-
ult (i.e. whether it succeeded or failed). The residence times are
ubsequently fitted to a gamma distribution, and a breakdown of
esidence time percentiles is provided. 
Based on this load generation and scalability analysis function-
lity, it is possible to build a framework to automatically study the
mpact of feature selection on the scalability of multi-tenant sys-
ems, which is the topic of the next section. 
. A framework for scalability assessment 
In this section, we introduce a framework that allows auto-
ated and repeatable scalability assessment of the MobiCent case
as introduced in Section 3.1 ), built on top of Scalar (as intro-
uced in Section 3.2 ). An overview of the framework is outlined
n Section 4.1 , and we apply it to the MobiCent case in Section 4.2 .
e briefly overview the potential overhead of a multi-tenant archi-
ecture in Section 4.3 , as well as its impact on scalability. We sum-
arize strategies to select feature combinations to test, including
n automated feature selection strategy, in Section 4.4 . We discuss
oad generation models in Section 4.5 . 
.1. Overview of the framework 
A graphical overview of the process required to apply the
ramework is presented in Fig. 4 . As the framework depends on the
calar platform, we assume that suitable user and request types
ave been implemented so that the Scalar platform can generate
oad to assess the system under test. Once the required user and
equest types have been implemented, we create a feature map-
ing, which is a configuration file that describes how features are
apped to code, and how they can be programmatically activated
nd deactivated. In order to perform this mapping, we have to dis-
inguish between features that are internal to the service under
est and are transparent to users of that service, and those thatave an impact on the interaction between a user and the ser-
ice (i.e. features that impact the service’s public interface). For in-
tance, enabling logging to establish an audit trail is transparent to
sers of that service, but enabling authentication is not, and will
lter the way in which users interact with that service. Automat-
ng this feature mapping implies that the service has to expose an
nterface via which a tenant can enable and disable features, some-
hing we will return to in Section 4.2 . In the case of features that
lter the interaction between a user and the service, new Scalar
ser types can be added, so that the generated load is adapted to
he active feature combination. The final step required at develop-
ent time, is to configure and deploy the Scalar platform itself. 
Once the system under test is deployed, the scalability assess-
ent can be performed. In order to do that, the remaining steps
nvolve selecting a feature combination to be tested, and start-
ng the Scalar system. Given the multitude of features as shown
n Fig. 3 and the immense number of potential feature selections,
t is clear that testing all possible feature combinations would
ake prohibitively long, especially for large feature models. Instead,
e focus only on a predefined set of relevant feature combina-
ions. Feature combinations could be collected automatically from
perational monitoring, or selected manually—we return to this
n Section 4.4 . To select a consistent feature combination manu-
lly (i.e. while ensuring that no invariants are violated, such as
obile Wallet implies PIN , as shown in Fig. 3 ), we leverage Fea-
ureIDE ( Thüm et al., 2014 ). The configuration files generated by
eatureIDE are directly compatible with Scalar, and can be trivially
ncorporated into the Scalar configuration. 
Performing the actual scalability assessment then proceeds as
ollows. Based on the selected feature combination and the feature
apping, the FeatureModelParser plugin of Scalar leverages helper
lasses to activate and deactivate features as required, bringing the
ystem under test in a consistent state. Additionally, the Feature-
odelParser instructs the Scalar cluster what type of traffic com-
osition to use—that is, what user types to instantiate when gen-
rating load. Once the system under test and the Scalar cluster are
eady, multiple experimental runs are started automatically, and
he results are aggregated. When the required data are collected,
he Scalar cluster stops. At this point, a new feature combination
an be parsed, and the whole process repeats automatically. 
The final link in the automated scalability assessment chain is
o provide support for integrating all this in a continuous integra-
ion process. Similar to how continuous integration build servers
utomatically run test suites against new versions of a software
roduct, we have created ant build scripts that facilitate automat-
ng the load testing of various feature combinations whenever a
ew version of the system under test is built. This allows early de-
ection of scalability problems arising from unanticipated feature
nteractions at development time. We return to this in Section 6 . 
.2. Multi-tenant customization in MobiCent 
An overview of the required domain specific bindings and arte-
acts to enable scalability analysis of MobiCent with Scalar, is
hown in Fig. 5 . The typical requests involved in a business flow
nclude the (1) initialization of a payment request by the mer-
hant, (2) the customer downloading the payment request, (3) the
ustomer confirming the payment, and (4) the merchant receiv-
ng the payment confirmation. This functionality is encapsulated
n the MobiCentUser, resp. the CreateTransaction and Consume-
ransaction request types. Furthermore, depending on the kind of
ransaction and the features enabled by the tenant, the overall pay-
ent transaction can include certificate based authentication, dig-
tal signing and/or encryption of the transaction messages, verifi-
ation of the credentials and digital signatures, balance verification
f the end-user account. In the MobiCent case, we have opted to
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Fig. 5. Instantiating the Scalar framework for MobiCent. The green elements are 
specific to the feature oriented scalability analysis, the elements in the Scalar pack- 
age are domain independent and fully reusable, while the elements in the MobiCent 
package are specific to the MobiCent integration. 
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i  integrate the feature specific business logic into the user and re-
quest types directly, as opposed to creating multiple distinct user
types. 
In order to enable automated feature configuration, MobiCent
required minimal refactoring to expose the features as run time
configurable assets of the software product line. The automated
feature configuration is implemented via new RESTful service in-
terfaces for: 
• Tenant management and feature configuration. 
• Initialization and settlement of payment transactions. 
• Authentication, authorization, certificate management. 
• Load balancing and replication. 
• Logging and performance monitoring. 
The MobiCentHelper class encapsulates the details of interact-
ing with these RESTful interfaces into simple helper methods of
the form ‘enableX()’ and ‘disableX()’, for every configurable feature
X. Given this helper class, the feature mapping configuration takes
the following form: 
This fragment of the feature mapping shows how the “Logging”
feature (line 2) is mapped to the helper implementation. In or-
der to enable the Logging feature, an object of the type “Mobi-
CentFeatureConfig” (line 5) should be instantiated, and the method
“enableLogging()” (line 5) should be called. Additionally, a ratio of
1.0 of the type “MobiCentUser” (line 8) should be used to gener-
ate representative traffic. Similarly, the “Logging” feature should be
disabled by calling “disableLogging()” (line 13) on the same object. There are several methods on deriving interesting feature com-
inations to test. While we return on how to select feature com-
inations in Section 4.4 , some example feature combinations that
esulted from that informal selection process, are the following: 
Feature combinations are specified in a simple line oriented file
ormat listing all the selected features (this format is the default,
or instance, for feature combinations made and exported in Fea-
ureIDE). This file is parsed and mapped onto a simple comma sep-
rated list of feature names (e.g. Logging, QR Code ) that can di-
ectly be inserted into the Scalar configuration. Some high-level
eatures in Fig. 3 are internally mapped on deployment and con-
guration parameters of the software assets. For example, the Non-
epudiation feature enforces the use public/private cryptographic
ey pairs and verification of digital signatures in the payment
ransaction, whereas the Confidentiality feature triggers asymmetric
ncryption of the transaction message using the same key pairs.
ven deployment aspects can be configured with feature-based
ustomization. For example, the High-Availability feature initial-
zes data replication across all MobiCent nodes to support failover
ithout downtime. 
.3. Assessing the impact of multi-tenancy 
When a traditional, single-tenant application is transformed
nto a multi-tenant system, additional functionality is introduced
o allow individual tenants to customize their instance of the sys-
em, and ensure that each tenant works in a virtually isolated envi-
onment, even though the underlying platform is shared. That may
mpact the overall system scalability and quality of service, and
ake it harder to measure and predict in general. The problem is
wofold: first, the introduction of a multi-tenant management layer
ay introduce overhead, and second, feature selections of multiple
enants may interact in unforeseen ways. 
First, depending on the way that tenant management layer is
mplemented, it can introduce a noticeable impact on performance,
nd negatively impact scalability. Even if there is no significant
ifference in resource consumption across the tenant configura-
ions or other forms of feature interaction, the customization at
ervice delivery due to late binding of tenant specific feature se-
ections causes a runtime performance overhead that does not ex-
st with tenant dedicated service deployments. Furthermore, in a
ulti-tenant service deployment the customization at runtime in
he tenant management layer may increase as the number of ten-
nts grows. 
Second, feature selection (and corresponding resource utiliza-
ion) of one tenant may negatively impact the quality of service of
nother tenant (e.g., Siegmund et al., 2012 ), even though the latter
id not change anything to their existing feature set. This can eas-
ly occur if the first tenant selected a feature that depends heavily
n one specific resource (e.g., disk access). If a new tenant selects
eatures that increase disk utilization, then the first tenant’s qual-
ty of service will likely decrease, even though that tenant did not
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I  hange their feature set, or the total number of users of the system
emained constant. 
We therefore pursue a twofold approach to assess the impact of
ultiple tenants. First, we measure the overhead of introducing a
ulti-tenant management layer and a growing number of tenants,
nd second, we measure the impact of feature interactions by as-
essing specific feature sets. We want to achieve the first solution
tep (i.e., measuring the overhead of the management layer) while
voiding modeling pitfalls by treating the system as a black box,
s per Section 2.3 . This can be done by simulating traffic corre-
ponding to an ever increasing number of tenants per instance, to
mpirically establish the multi-tenant overhead. In order to get a
epresentative view on the overhead of the multi-tenant manage-
ent layer, it is imperative to minimize the overhead introduced
y other features: The multi-tenant overhead is measured by de-
loying a simple system (i.e. with a minimum of features enabled),
hile gradually increasing the number of tenants on that system. 
Depending on the outcome of this experiment, two results are
ossible: the multi-tenant management overhead is negligible, or
t is significant. In the first case, we can continue by assessing the
ystem as if the traffic belongs to an arbitrary number of tenants,
s this dimension is not relevant to the scalability of the system as
 whole. In the second case, however, things are not as straight-
orward, and the number of tenants needs to be taken into ac-
ount explicitly as an extra dimension while performing a scal-
bility assessment—for every feature combination of interest, the
ssessment will have to be repeated for a varying number of ten-
nts. 
However, we claim that in reality, it is far more likely to en-
ounter the first situation (where the number of tenants does not
mpact overall system scalability) than the second. This is because,
n practice, the number of tenants is an order of magnitude lower
han the number of users of the system. As long as the tenant
anagement system is implemented in a way that tenant specific
onfigurations can be enforced in linear time or better (e.g., when
 linked list of tenant specific configurations needs to be searched
or every incoming user request), the impact of the number of ten-
nts can safely be ignored when compared to the number of users
f the system as a whole. 
To address the second solution step, we start from a number of
eature combinations, and perform an assessment as presented in
ection 4.1 . In the case where the multi-tenant management over-
ead is negligible, we perform one assessment per feature combi-
ation for a growing number of users belonging to a fixed number
f tenants. In the case where the multi-tenant management over-
ead is not negligible, we repeat the assessment per feature com-
ination for a growing number of tenants (e.g., ‘few’, ‘normal’ and
many’ tenants, where the exact amounts are determined by either
perational monitoring of the system (if it has been deployed), or
n estimates (if the system is still under development). This leaves
he generation of feature combinations to assess, which is the topic
f the next section. 
.4. Creating feature combinations for scalability assessment 
Interesting feature selections for performance testing can be
reated either manually, or automatically—the simple interface of
calar (i.e. providing a comma separated list of features to enable)
s deliberately chosen to support both. In this section, we provide
ome insights into how these feature selection strategies can be
mplemented. 
anually selecting feature combinations. Despite that even a small
umber of features easily result in an unrealistically large set of
otential feature combinations, manually selecting interesting fea-
ure combinations is still feasible, for the following reasons. First,n a multi-tenant system, the service provider can easily see which
eatures are commonly chosen together by customers. That data
erves as a rough, but practical, partitioning of the feature space.
iven that partitioning, whenever the implementation of a feature
hanges throughout a continuous integration process, it can eas-
ly be established what feature combinations should be assessed
gain. Furthermore, by basing feature combinations on naturally
ccurring groupings by service customers, the service provider can
e assured that the scalability assessment is optimally relevant for
hat specific system. 
Second, even when no customer data is available, manually se-
ecting feature combinations can still provide useful insights. A
ough partitioning of features can be made by the software de-
elopment team based on the resource that a feature consumes
ost, i.e. whether it is CPU bound (e.g. features that involve digi-
al signatures), involves disk I/O (e.g. Online account , or require ad-
itional network resources (e.g. QR Code and Online account ). Ad-
itional grouping is performed based on features that depend on
ach other from a functional perspective, e.g. Local account and
ertificate , or Monitoring and Logging ). Whenever the implementa-
ion of a feature changes, feature combinations involving the de-
endent features, as well as combinations involving features that
equire the same types of resources consumed by the changed fea-
ure, should be assessed. 
utomatically selecting feature combinations. When neither cus-
omer data nor the underlying causal model (i.e. what features
onsume the same type of resources, and what features depend
n each other functionally) are available, it is possible to leverage
utomated strategies to predict the scalability of arbitrary feature
ombinations, based on a set of assessed feature combinations.
ne such method is the work by Guo et al. (2013) , which lever-
ges classification and regression trees to automatically create per-
ormance prediction models progressively, based on random sam-
les. That approach can easily be adapted to create a scalability
rediction model, based on results from Scalar: The performance
easure (i.e. how many seconds it takes to complete a task) can
rivially be changed with the relative capacity (i.e. how many con-
urrent users could effectively be handled by the system in a fixed
eriod of time, for a fixed load). 
A model to predict the relative capacity of arbitrary feature
ombinations can be built as follows. Initially, a starting set of ran-
om feature combinations (e.g. 16 random service configurations)
s generated and assessed by Scalar. An initial naive model predicts
he relative capacity of a new feature combination as the mean of
he relative capacities of the observed feature combinations. The
rediction error of that naive model is the sum of squared differ-
nces between the predicted relative capacity (i.e. the average of
he known measurements), and the actual measured relative ca-
acity. That initial model is iteratively refined via a classification
nd regression tree: For the root of the tree, a feature x is chosen
hose state (i.e. enabled or disabled) divides the observed results
n two smaller sets, so that the prediction error given by the mean
alue of each smaller set is minimized. Instead of coarsely predict-
ng the capacity of a new feature as the mean of all values, the
ew model predicts the capacity as the mean of all values with the
ame configuration for x . New measurements are iteratively added,
nd the tree is additionally refined, until the prediction error of
he partial models are sufficiently small. For more details and an
llustration, we refer to Guo et al. (2013) . 
The advantage of the automatic strategy is that it does not de-
end on additional insights in the workings of the system under
est. The downside is that the generated model is static with re-
pect to the features: If a new feature is added, or an existing fea-
ure is changed, the entire model has to be rebuilt from scratch.
n the manual process, the potential impact of a new or updated
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Fig. 6. Basic scenario with 1 MobiCent node and 10 tenants. 
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8feature can be scoped better, and the set of assessments that need
to be rerun can be minimized. 
Note that this process leaves room for improvement: In the au-
tomatic approach, the initial feature selection is random and does
not take developer know-how and insights into the overall design
of the system into account, even if this would be available. If addi-
tional system insights are available (e.g., as per the manual fea-
ture selection), then it is possible to partition the feature space
into segments of features that compete for the same shared re-
sources (and are therefore likely to impact each other). A separate
automated assessment can then be performed per feature segment.
In addition, by replacing the initial random feature selection by
the most popular features, the relevance of the regression results
to the actual system deployment is increased. However, additional
work is required to assess such a hybrid feature selection process
for very large feature spaces. 
Assessing and comparing feature combinations. Once a set of feature
combinations is assessed with Scalar (or a sufficiently detailed pre-
diction model is constructed, based on results from Scalar), they
can be compared. Each assessed feature combination results in one
breakdown of service scalability and request latencies as per Fig. 6 ,
in which the capacity of a feature combination is interpreted ac-
cording to the Universal Scalability Law. The USL also enables us
to calculate the optimal load point p ∗ (as per Section 2.1 ), i.e. the
number of concurrent users for which a maximum effective ca-
pacity is reached. By comparing the optimal load points for a set
of feature combinations, they can easily be compared and ranked
according to their impact on scalability. Similarly, given a quality
of service policy such as what fraction of requests is handled in
a specific time, the set of feature combinations can easily be or-
dered based on their impact on quality of service. Those results of-
fers service providers insights into the maximum capacity of their
deployment, the corresponding number of concurrent users, and
when it is time to scale out. 
4.5. Models for synthetic load generation and replay 
Orthogonal to the problem of selecting interesting feature com-
binations to test, is the problem of how to generate synthetic load.
That problem can be broken down into two problems: modeling
user behavior and scheduling user requests. The former problem is
handled by implementing user types. While manually implement-
ing a user type potentially introduces bias to the load generation
process (i.e. there is no guarantee that the encoded user behavior
corresponds to reality), we argue that it is advantageous for two
reasons. First, it allows benchmarking green field systems that notave been deployed yet, and for which no recorded network traces
re available. Second, as the load is generated by explicitly encoded
ules, the modeled user behavior is subject to review and can eas-
ly be adjusted to take into account new constraints and try out
ypothetical situations. 
The latter problem can be reduced to calculating think times,
r the delay that a user waits before sending out the next request.
calar supports multiple think time generation models. The default
hink time generation model in Scalar assumes a constant think
ime, and starts users off with a random offset in the interval [0,
hink time[ . Given a large number of users and a relatively long
onstant think time, this makes the global inter request arrival pe-
iod essentially random. Other implemented load generation mod-
ls include random think times with a specific average, and expo-
entially distributed think times with a specific average. 
Scalar is fully extensible in terms of think time generation
odel. If mathematical models of the required think time distri-
ution exist, they can easily be dynamically added to the Scalar
ramework. Furthermore, if existing traffic traces are available, they
an be used by Scalar to create a representative load generation
odel based on that trace. This works as follows: After provid-
ng Scalar with a histogram of an observed think time distribu-
ion, that histogram is then used as the basis to generate think
imes for the subsequent load test. However, as we focus in this
ork on assessing scalability in function of software features, we
loss over different think time distributions, and assume a constant
hink time distribution throughout the next section. 
. Experimental evaluation 
In order to evaluate the proposed approach, we focus on evalu-
ting the following specific points. 
Creating a baseline for evaluation: In order to have a base-
line to compare results to, we measure the scalability and
performance of a simple system deployment and the impact
of both a growing number of tenants (e.g. merchants) and
a growing number of payment transactions on that simple
system. 
Multi-tenant invariance: As previously documented in
Section 4.3 , whether multi-tenancy needs to explicitly
taken into account as another feature depends on the over-
head introduced by the multi-tenant management layer. We
evaluate whether this is the case for MobiCent. 
Evaluating individual feature combinations: We evaluate if it
is feasible to assess the impact on scalability and perfor-
mance for individual feature combinations. 
Feature selection: We evaluate the feasibility of selection and
evaluation strategies of multiple feature combinations. 
Clearly, an exhaustive overview of all performed experiments is
ot possible due to space considerations, and we limit ourselves
o the main highlights. We begin in Section 5.1 with establishing a
aseline. Section 5.2 looks into multi-tenant invariance and docu-
ents the impact of a varying amount of tenants on overall service
calability. Sections 5.4 and 5.5 document the scalability impact of
ntroducing a new feature, resp. a specific feature combination. Fi-
ally, Section 5.6 goes into more detail in selecting and evaluating
ultiple feature combinations. 
For our experimental setup, we use 10 desktop machines, each
quipped with an Intel Core 2 Duo 3.00 GHz CPU and 4GB of mem-
ry. All machines are linked to a 1 Gigabit network. We use an ad-
itional 6 machines to simulate users that initiate payment trans-
ctions. Each MobiCent instance is deployed on an Apache Tomcat
.0.11 application server on a 64-bit Ubuntu 14.04 system. 
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p.1. Basic scenario and scaling out 
In order to establish a baseline for scalability comparisons, we
eploy MobiCent on a single application server. The MobiCent ser-
ice is configured to handle 10 tenants (i.e. 10 merchants). For
enchmarking purposes, we let each user (i.e. customer) handle 2
omplete payment transactions per second, and evaluate the ca-
acity of the MobiCent service with an increasing load going up to
00 concurrent users (i.e. about 1800 complete payment transac-
ions per second). The results are shown in Fig. 6 . The figure shows
hat up to 100 users, we achieve near linear scalability. Around 400
oncurrent users, the MobiCent service has reached its maximum
apacity on a single instance deployment. As the number of con-
urrent users grows, so does the latency to handle the transaction.
ig. 6 shows the mean latency and the 95 th percentile of the pay-
ent request latencies. 
Table 1 shows the distribution of the latency times. Note that
he distribution of residence times is skewed, as the mean latency
s significantly larger than the 50 th percentile (or median). This can
e explained by the impact of outliers, which becomes much larger
s the user load grows beyond the maximum capacity of the Mo-
iCent service (as can be confirmed by the overall maximum resi-
ence time for processing a payment request). 
.2. Impact of number of tenants on customization overhead 
In a second experiment, we reuse the same single node setup of
efore, while changing the number of tenants (i.e. merchants) from
0 to 100. Perhaps surprisingly, Fig. 7 shows that the number of
enants has little to no runtime customization impact difference on
he capacity of the MobiCent service. The experiment shows there
s a constant overhead of loading and enforcing a tenant specific
onfiguration at runtime, which implies that overall service scala-
ility is determined only by the selected features, and not by the
otal number of tenants hosted on one machine. 
.3. Introducing additional MobiCent nodes 
In a third experiment, we investigate the impact of the scal-
bility and high availability features by deploying two additional
obiCent instances and analyzing the horizontal scalability of the
ulti-tenant service. This experiment explores the difference in
mpact of sticky load balancing and high availability through repli-
ation. The results are shown in Fig. 8 . The sticky load balanc-
ng configuration makes sure that all interactions within the same
ayment transaction are carried out by the same MobiCent node.
n this configuration, there is no replication, meaning that if aode becomes unavailable, all pending transactions assigned to
hat node will be lost. 
The high availability configuration replicates all data across the
obiCent nodes, so that another node can take over ongoing trans-
ctions when a given node goes down. To implement this repli-
ation, we make use of a distributed hash map built on top of
he Hazelcast library. As expected, Fig. 8 shows that replication for
igh availability has a non negligible impact on the capacity of the
ayment service. 
.4. Impact of new features 
In a fourth experiment, we analyze the impact of introducing
 new feature, ‘QR payments’, on the existing setup. This feature
enerates a QR code of the payment transaction, and sends the re-
ulting PNG image to the user. The QR code encodes the URL of the
ayment transaction, and corresponds to an additional step in the
verall payment flow. Fig. 9 shows the results of 3 scenarios, one
ithout QR payments, one with 10% of the transactions being QR
ayments, and one with 25% being QR payments. The figure shows
hat the introduction of the new feature has a significant impact
n the maximum capacity of the MobiCent service, reducing it to
ess 50 concurrent users in the case of 25% QR payments. 
Note that users who do not carry out QR payments are also af-
ected. In Table 2 we show the distribution of the latencies of only
he non-QR payments (handled concurrently with 10% QR pay-
ents). For 150 concurrent users the mean latency goes up from
.9 to 474 ms, i.e. almost two orders of magnitude higher. Simi-
ar observations can be made when analyzing the 50 th and 95 th
ercentiles of the processing latencies. 
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Table 1 
Quality of service results for one MobiCent node under increasing user load. 
Users Min (ms) Max (ms) Mean (ms) Std. dev. 50 th %ile 95 th %ile 
6 1 11 1 .848 0 .913 2 3 
150 0 172 4 .852 6 .534 3 17 
300 0 324 14 .02 20 .34 7 51 
450 0 453 67 .37 83 .58 15 242 
600 0 609 126 .2 131 .6 56 428 
750 0 3426 177 .6 167 .1 117 474 
900 0 15460 201 .0 732 .9 139 527 
Table 2 
Latency of regular transactions (concurrent with 10% QR payments). 
Users Min (ms) Max (ms) Mean (ms) Std. Dev. 50 th %ile 95 th %ile 
2 1 6 2 .197 0 .576 12 .0 16 .0 
150 0 1545 474 .0 421 .2 518 .5 1162 .9 
300 0 3385 911 .1 881 .9 720 .0 2769 .3 
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Fig. 10. Scalability assessment of a feature combination. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 3 
Selecting and comparing the results of different feature sets. The p ∗ value is 
calculated as per Section 2.1 , and denotes the maximum number of concurrent 
users sustainable with that feature configuration. 
Availability QR Code Confidentiality p ∗ (users) 
1231 
× 986 
× 352 
× × 295 
× 164 
× × 146 
× × 68 
× × × 52 
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s  5.5. Selecting, testing and comparing feature combinations 
In a last experiment, we illustrate selecting and assessing fea-
ture combinations. This experiment involves a complex scenario
with online payments and local electronic wallets. Such offline ac-
count storage mechanisms usually eliminate the need to repeat-
edly enter identifying information into purchase forms, but impose
particular security challenges, like double spending ( Karame et al.,
2012 ), i.e. the ability to spend the same digital currency twice.
Without going into details, we implemented a solution that relies
on digital signatures and a trusted third party. 
In order to systematically assess and compare the scalability
impact of features involving that scenario, we proceed as follows.
First, we select the features essential to the scenario and enable
them; this involves features Mobile Wallet, Digital Cash, PIN, Online,
Integrity and Non-Repudiation . Second, we identify optional features
that are commonly (but optionally) enabled in the scope of that
scenario, i.e., Availability (i.e. with replication across all nodes), QR
Code (10% of the transactions) and Confidentiality (i.e. with asym-
metric encryption). Given that there are only 8 remaining feature
combinations, all these can easily be assessed automatically by
Scalar. 
Each of the assessed feature combinations results in a fitted
Universal Scalability Model, as illustrated in Fig. 10 . Given the au-
tomatically calculated values for σ and κ , we can calculate the op-
timal load point p ∗, as outlined in Section 4.4 . Table 3 shows the
results for a single node MobiCent deployment, ordered by p ∗. The
results clearly show the scalability impact of the optional features
on the overall feature combinations assessed here. Note that the constraint on feature combinations regarding on-
ine wallets and avoiding double spending significantly reduced the
umber of remaining feature combinations, up to the point where
hey can still be exhaustively assessed. Were this not the case, then
e can fall back to assessing arbitrary feature combinations that
phold the given constraints, and construct a model to predict p ∗
or missing feature combinations. 
.6. Predicting the scalability of new feature combinations with 
utomated feature selection 
As the number of possible feature combinations can run in the
housands, exhaustively testing all feature combinations of a sys-
em can be prohibitively expensive, especially when many feature
onfigurations hardly have any impact on its overall performance
r scalability. While in some cases usage data is available on what
eature combinations are often selected by tenants (and thereby
reatly reducing the number of interesting feature combinations to
est), this is not always so; in that case, automated feature selec-
ion and regression strategies can be of help. In this section, we
iscuss how we address the challenge of automatically selecting
ew feature configurations for scalability testing based on previ-
usly obtained performance results of existing feature combination
enchmarks. In addition, we elaborate on how we extend our ap-
roach when we add new features to an existing service. Finally,
e compare our approach with related work by Guo et al. (2013) . 
We illustrate our approach with a new logical feature set
hat combines individual feature configurations that were already
enchmarked previously. The new configuration involves 5% QR
ode transactions on a three node MobiCent deployment with
ticky load balancing and 25 tenants. The individual features have
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Fig. 11. Predicted versus measured capacity. 
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Fig. 12. Capacity of a single MobiCent node with H2 persistent storage. 
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Fig. 13. Predicted versus measured capacity for H2 enabled deployments. 
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(  
t  
i  een tested in Figs. 7 –9 , albeit for different feature values for the
umber of tenants and the ratio of QR code payment transactions. 
To estimate the capacity and scalability of a new feature com-
ination upfront, we leverage the linear regression and random
orest machine learning algorithms of Weka ( Hall et al., 2009 ) to
reate a capacity prediction model of MobiCent. We use the per-
ormance results of the previous feature configurations as training
ata. We do not use the individual data points as input, but use
he derived Universal Scalability Models for these feature config-
rations as input. As a result, the amount of data to train on is
ignificantly reduced, and learning the two regression models with
eka takes less than a second. The Weka ARFF training set has less
han 500 data points and looks as follows: 
For testing the regression models, we compare the predicted ca-
acity results of these models with the actually measured scalabil-
ty results for a growing number of concurrent users. The relative
rror on the predicted capacity of the new feature combination
s 22% for linear regression, and 5% for random forest regression.
ig. 11 compares the random forest predicted model against the
easured results. 
Although the quality of prediction with linear regression is
orse, the learning algorithm is still useful in that it offers us a
apacity prediction model C (in terms of effective users handled)
ased on a linear combination of the capacity of different f eature
onfigurations f i and a fixed cost c : 
C = w 1 ∗ f 1 + w 2 ∗ f 2 + ... + w N ∗ f N + c w i ≥ 0 
Even though the linear regression model has a lower accuracy,
t is still useful as the feature configuration weights w i give us in-
ights into how every feature f i impacts the overall capacity C of
he new service variant. This teaches us that the most contribut-
ng features in this experiment are (1) the number of MobiCent
odes and (2) whether replication is used or not. The weights of
he number of concurrent users and amount of QR code paymentsre almost an order of magnitude smaller, and the number of ten-
nts does not have any impact (i.e. has no significant weight w i ),
s already established in Section 5.2 . 
The advantage of this approach is that each new set of capacity
easurements can be added to the training data to further im-
rove the accuracy of the performance prediction models. This is
articularly important when we add new features to our MobiCent
ervice. To illustrate the approach, we add a new persistent storage
eature to log all transactions in a H2 relational database manage-
ent system. We first benchmark the impact of the new feature on
 base configuration of the service: Fig. 12 compares the capacity
f a single MobiCent with H2 persistent storage against a similar
etup that uses a simple in-memory hash map. 
To see the impact of this new feature on more sophisticated
eature selections, we predict the performance of a MobiCent de-
loyment on 3 nodes with sticky load balancing, 100 tenants, H2
ersistent storage (on all 3 nodes), and 5% QR code transactions.
ig. 13 depicts the capacity results predicted using the random for-
st regression model versus the measured results. The predicted
esults are based on the model trained on data from the capacity
esults of Figs. 11 and 12 . This is a fairly good prediction, which can
e explained by this new feature being mainly bound by disk in-
ut and output performance, while the other features are not disk
ntensive—the other features were mainly bound by CPU and net-
ork performance, and as such their impact on the overall scal-
bility was orthogonal to the H2 relational database management
ystem feature. 
When comparing our results with related work by Guo et al.
2013) , we find some differences. Guo et al. use CART (classifica-
ion and regression trees) to create a performance model, which
nherently is a linear combination of the performance results of
174 D. Preuveneers et al. / The Journal of Systems and Software 116 (2016) 162–176 
Fig. 14. High level overview of the scalability assessment process. A new project, represented by the grey elements, can be added transparently while reusing the existing 
scalability analysis infrastructure. 
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b  different f eature configurations. The authors acknowledge that they
experimented with two CART variants, random forests and boost-
ing, but they observed similar prediction improvements compared
to a simpler parameter tuning approach. However, in our experi-
ments, there is a clear prediction performance difference (in terms
of relative errors on the predicted capacities) between the linear
regression and the random forest regression model. One of the rea-
sons for the observed differences is that—contrary to the related
work—our performance and capacity results are highly dependent
on the number of concurrent users, which is not the case in the
work of Guo et al. Our approach builds upon Guo’s technique by
not combining the performance results of feature configurations
for a fixed set of users, but rather by combining scalability pre-
diction functions in terms of concurrent users, i.e., the Universal
Scalability Models of different feature combinations. 
6. Discussion 
The goal of this work is to investigate whether it is possible to
systematically assess the scalability of large, complex multi-tenant
systems in a practical and holistic way. In the previous section, we
have established that it is indeed possible to technically measure
and assess the impact of specific feature combinations on the scal-
ability of the system as a whole, by means of novel tool support
and constructively leveraging existing research results. In this sec-
tion, we go into more detail on the practical and usability aspects
of the proposed approach. 
The experiments show that the approach is able to establish a
scalability baseline against which future changes (i.e. new features,
as well as bug fixes and updates of existing features) can be com-
pared. Combined with the fact that once initial setup tasks have
been performed, the approach is fully automated, this implies that
the approach can be for scalability what unit testing is for func-
tionality. By integrating it in a continuous integration process, de-
velopers could be warned automatically when a code commit re-
sults in a scalability penalty of the system. As a proof of concept,
we have integrated the approach in a Jenkins continuous integra-
tion server, which automatically executes a set of scalability exper-
iments whenever a subversion repository is updated. Our continu-
ous integration setup is shown in Fig. 14 . 
Note that deploying Scalar is straightforward. In practice, cre-
ating user and request types is trivial when test code (e.g., in the
form of unit tests) is available—in that sense, generating traffic byeveraging manually created user code, is actually more straightfor-
ard than having to deploy monitoring infrastructure and collect
ive traffic for later replay. Scalar has already been deployed suc-
essfully by multiple independent parties; on average, it takes an
our to port existing test code to Scalar, and get the Scalar infras-
ructure up and running. 
In addition, the scalability analysis infrastructure and continu-
us integration environment are reusable assets, and can be shared
etween different projects to minimize operational cost. As shown
n Fig. 14 , as the continuous integration server and the Scalar clus-
er are completely domain independent, adding a new project is
s easy as configuring the continuous integration server to use an
dditional repository, while reusing the scalability testing infras-
ructure. 
The approach allows system administrators and maintainers im-
rove system health by studying which tenants are better grouped
ogether on a server. As shown in Section 5.2 , in the MobiCent
ase, the number of tenants has no impact on system performance
nd scalability. As scalability is determined only by the features se-
ected by the tenants present in the system, that information offers
 compelling argument to system administrators for grouping ten-
nts per selected features. Conversely, features that have a dispro-
ortionately negative impact on overall scalability can be separated
nd deployed in isolation. In the case of QR payments as docu-
ented in Section 5.4 , system maintainers can consider deploying
he QR code functionality on a separate machine, so that resources
an be tuned appropriately (e.g. allocate more bandwidth for the
R code machine). 
In the domain of reliability and fault tolerance, the proposed
pproach can offer a stepping stone towards better reliability test-
ng through fault injection, as it (1) can provide hints at poten-
ially unreliable feature interactions, and (2) is able to systemati-
ally recreate high load situations with specific traffic composition
atterns and service configurations, which in turn improves testa-
ility. 
Finally, the approach helps in future proofing a service, as it
s able to give strategic insights into the scalability potential of
he production environment, and provides key indicators for mon-
toring the production environment. On one hand, determining
he scalability potential of the production environment allows to
nswer questions such as “How many additional users can the
urrent environment handle?”, “How much capacity would we gain
y deploying an additional instance?, and “How much more can
D. Preuveneers et al. / The Journal of Systems and Software 116 (2016) 162–176 175 
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K  e scale linearly?”. On the other hand, the approach also hints at
ritical elements to consider to achieve true performance isolation
er user. 
. Conclusion 
We have presented a novel methodology and tool support that
ombines elements from existing research to assess the impact of
eature combinations on the scalability of multi-tenant feature ori-
nted software services. The framework is reusable, and after a
ne time setup, assessing the scalability impact of arbitrary feature
ombinations is fully automated. Additionally, we have applied this
ethodology to a case study in the domain of electronic payments.
xperiments show that this case did indeed contain unanticipated
eature interactions on overall scalability, which have subsequently
een uncovered. We conclude that it is possible to systematically
ntegrate scalability testing into a continuous integration process
hich allows early detection of unanticipated and unwanted fea-
ure interactions. 
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